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TAKING IN THE SPLENDOR OF TWELVE MAGNIFICENT TABLE 
CREATIONS IN THE SANTA BARBARA MUSEUM OF ART’S 
GALLERIES, guests of Art of the Table enjoyed an evening of conversation, 
art, and wine organized by the SBMA Women’s Board. The lively and 

bustling fundraiser, which kicked off with an authentic Ancient Roman dance, 
gave the delighted audience a look inside the minds of featured artists and their 
creations.

“This evening is meant to be a celebration of art in all of its various 
forms,” said Santa Barbara Museum of Art Director Larry Feinberg 
in his opening toast as the crowd settled in. “This is a celebration of a 
special group of people, a very creative, resourceful group of people 
who push boundaries. Of course, I’m talking about the Women’s 
Board,” he added with a chuckle.

Having been part of the Santa Barbara Museum of Art for over 66 
years, the Women’s Board is integral to the museum’s operations. “We 
support the mission of the museum by fundraising for acquisitions, 
paying for education programs, and funding special projects,” explained 
Fran Morrow, President of the Women’s Board.

Art of the Table, a unique showcase of tablescapes by local artists 
and designers, is the first event of its kind that the Women’s Board 
has put on. “We were looking for a new event this year,” commented 
Vice President of Development Lynn Cunningham Brown. “Other 
fundraisers showcase centerpieces and tables, but we wanted to do 
something different: take artwork from the Museum’s permanent 
collection, and see the artists’ interpretation of it.”

Co-chairs Leisa Cosentino and Jeanne Fulkerson oversaw the event, which 
included a silent auction, and an opportunity to meet and discuss the tablescapes 
with the twelve designers.

The exhibition was made even more special by the wide range of styles, from 
abstract pieces, to luxury furniture. “We wanted an eclectic group of designers, and 
I think we succeeded,” explained Brown.

An eye-catching cascade of pink roses adorned Bon Fortune’s table, inspired by 
a 17th century Chinese vase, and designed by Gina Andrews. Andrews, whose pink 
interpretation differed from the blue and white painting of the original vase, said, “I 
wanted to change it up and add an element of surprise.”

An abstract interpretation of Jules Breton’s The Pardon, Early California 
Antiques’ table, designed by owner Eric Berg, took the form of the woman in the 
painting, complete with a bustled skirt and a metal candle holder resembling an 
outreached arm.

Designer Cynthia Belliveau created a tablescape complete with beautiful, 
limited-edition Hermès tableware featuring paintings by Robert Dallet. Including 
paintbrushes, an unfinished painting, and even a half-eaten apple, Belliveau said, “I 
wanted the viewer to step into Dallet’s life, see how he worked.” 

Echoing the words 
of Feinberg, Belliveau 
added, “I think art 
should be for every day 
living, and I wanted 
this table to exemplify 
that.”
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Katherine Murray-Morse, Designer Marc Normand Gelinas, Keith Mautino Moore, 
and Women’s Board Events Coordinator Wendy Darling in front of Gelinas’ table

Early California Antique’s Eric Berg, Women’s Board 
President Fran Morrow, and Ralph Waterhouse

Babbie Burrows, Susan Johnson, Tish Gainey with an Hermès 
plate, and Designer Cynthia Belliveau in front of her table

Eric Berg; Tammy Hughes; Marlene Bennett; Ken Rife; and 
Larry Feinberg, Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Director and 
CEO; with Berg’s table, inspired by The Pardon

Peter Horjus, Tammy Hughes, Designer Kristi Meland, 
Holly Murphy, Designer Jerry Peddicord, and Lynne 
Andujar

Katie Oriskovich, Marc Cosentino, Laurie McKinley, Jim 
Fulkerson, and Shawna Robins

Designer Colette Cosentino, Sarah Stokes, Diane 
Dryer, Kristin St. John, and Jeannine Glocker

Women’s Board Vice President of Development Lynn Brown, 
Hugh Margerum, Carol Margerum, and Vice President of 
Communications Christy Martin

Event Co-Chair Leisa Cosentino, Bon Fortune’s Gina Andrews, 
Vice President and Event Co-Chair Jeanne Fulkerson with Bon 
Fortune’s table

When a Table Becomes a Masterpiece:  
SBMA Women’s Board’s Art of the Table


